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J-ammu to Srinagar ~ Region of Kashmir
Thursday, March 18
We were up at the crack of dawn, donning
breakfasting
Himalayas,
couple

near windows
today's

overlooking

destination.

shared the otherwise

a smart European

our,warmest

the sensational

An attractive

empty dining

snow-laden

well-to-do

room with us.

suit and she an elegant

clothes,

Indian

He wore

sari.

We had been on the road for about an hour and were driving
through

a village

several here.
bridges

when we were waved down by a soldier,

He told Neil that repairs were underway

and road ahead which had been damaged

tain slides due to the spring thaw.
open within hours.
repeated
behind

Hopefully

the road would be

As Graeme turned off the engine and Neil

us turned off their motors

With time on our hands,

some of us browsed

to discover

hours Lat.eer , a military
his horn and waving

in the village

officer

driving

and Ross
Three

his ieep toward uas us i.nq

a white flag, yelled

converged

Robert

the cause for this delay.

that the road was open

Graeme along with the other drivers

their passengers

and buses

too.

while others waited ~n the bus.

hiked ahead hoping

again.

on the

by several moun-

news of the delay to us, the stream of trucks

shops and markets

one of

honked

upon the vehicles

their horns

and

from every direction.

Graeme picked up our scouts on the slushy road three miles beyond.
The buildup

of Indian military,

part to our proximity
India.

to Muslim

With India's declaration

1947, she was forced to address

Neil explained, was due in

Pakistan,

at one time a part of

of independence
the Muslim

from Britain

uprising

in

in her north-
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west and northeast
and East Pakistan
Kashmir

coveted

resolved,

stan

regions by partitioning
respectively.

But the jewel-like

by both India and Pakistan

despite

the efforts

one+t.h.i rd of the region

state of Kashmir

Mogul emperors,
traveled
mate.

by elephant

who gave Pakithe

1949.
before

this awe inspiring

leaving

Nations

and India the area composing

and Jammu.in

th~ough

region of

had never been fully

of the United

Neil noted that three centuries
Great marched

these areas into West

Christ,

region.

Alexander

the

More recently,

the summer heat of the Indian plain behind,

and camel _caravans to enioy its c001er

cli-

Not only did they relax here, they also la;j.d,
out exquisite

gardens with waterfalls
golf courses

and fountains

which still remain

as do

laid out ----~-----~---------.
'on the Himalayan slopes by the---.--.-------British.
--.

The driving

conditions

Graeme to drive between
graveled

were the most dangerous

10 and 15 lVlPHmost

of the day.

or paved, much of the road was muddy,

ing away at its outer edge.

We soon passed

site of the most recent mountain
the visual

slide.

impact of other mountain

to the perils of today's
Two incidents

to date,causing

cracked

The precarious

road and

slides around us alerted

us

drive.

point the road was so narrow,

Neil, walking

several hundred

But the worst incident

At one

soft and eaten away that Graeme told
ahead, directed

risky area as we all stayed behind praying
fall into the ravine

and break-

over the reconstructed

of this ride, I shall never forget.

us to get off the bus.

Thol,;lgh

Graeme over

that the bus would not

feet below.

was crossing

one of several military

the
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bridges

which had replaced

rickety

creaky bridges

those destroyed

spanning

that the bus had only a couple
One such bridge

tunnel

at a sharp angle causing

turn from the bridge

deep ravines

immediately

I wondered

on either

joined an equally

butterflies

narrow

in my stomach.

An

"Your Song" as Graeme negotiated

into the tunnel.

the

We failed to make it the

first time, so Graeme tried again and again.
ment,

These

were so narrow

inches of clearance

side.

Elton John tape was playing

by slides.

if the bus would become

For one long mo-

stuck or, worse,

bridqe would give way~ yet our silent prayers

if the

were answered~

we

would see another day.
At times the virgin alpine beauty
dangers

of the drive, drawing

deciduous

Long haired

the rough terrain

By late afternoon
of snow.

goats and monkeys

we had ascended

Despite

the passing

back of the bus where,
The Andromeda
slow hours.

panorama,

roamed

freely over

to an elevation

I was eventually
the library

Crichton

marked by

noticeably

and socks, parkas

after perusing

Strain by Michael

and on the

near the road.

had dropped

most of us to put on extra sweaters

and

in the yards and on the roof-

low stone dwellings

The temperature

over the

to evergreens

in the deep ravines

and could be~seen

tops of the occasional

patches

our attention

trees growing randomly

mountainsides.

took precedence

causing

and g~0ves.

drawn to the

box, I chose

to read to pass the long

At dusk I put my book aside and slept like the others

until the bus finally came to a stop on the edge of Srinagar
a pitch-black

lake, reflecting

only moonlight

near

and light from distant
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---..h-ouseboats
.Neil assigned
cases.

Outside,

boys wearing
and fezes.

-----

_ --

us houseboats

as the bus detail unloaded

in our grogginess,

the local garb of heavy woolen

cases while repeatedly

canopied

calling

called

all Qf my luggage, fearing

waited.

their houseboats.

a number of narrow
Burdened

shikara.

The quaint boat from which bright! curtains

A kangri,
red-hot

with a match1ng

covered

a small wicker basket holding

coals,

and a heavy wool blanket

seated ourselves
Our houseboy,
propelled

worker

Mohammed,

mattress

provided

and pillows.

we

Jen" Janet and I

and covered

held the lantern

the warmth

The Young Mona Lisa.

from Canberra,

around the kangri

hung from its

a metal pan containing

would need for the ride to our houseboat,
Pat, a government

down with

I might drop my case into the lake, I

stepped into the rocking

canopy was cushioned

house-

high for us to find our

out the narresaof

shikaras

the

robes, baggy pants

them down to a small dock where

rowboats

carefully

we met our dark Muslim

They held their lanterns

We followed

_

up with the blanket.

aloft while the boatman

the skiff by a long pole over the smooth water bo the

houseboat.
The novelty
in Srinagar
apprehensive

of staying on houseboats

had come as a complete

in small groups while

surprise

to me, and I became

as our shikara was guided out into the dark lake by

these two strangers

with gleaming

all I knew, in my drowsy
to become hostages

eyes and pocked

faces.

For

state, we were being taken away forever

in the Himalayas.
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My apprehensions
viting

were dispelled

Young Mona Lisa.

bric-a-brac

railing,

comed us, helping

as we approached

On her lantern-lit

Sultan,

the in-

porch with its

the head houseman,

cheerfully

us up the steps while Mohammed

wel-

collected

our

luggage.
Entering
mosphere

the French doors, we were elated by the cozy at-

of the living room with its Kashmir

potbellied

stove, upholstered

adorned with nicknacks.

Through

to the dining room furnished
matching
dinner

furniture

table and chairs.

carpets,

and wood paneled

a small doorway,

up, Sultan

beef with cooked vegetables

It tasted

bath.

Janet

potbellied

stove.

seated us in the dining

served us thick potato

and custard.

pared by a hired cook in Sultan's
houseboat.

set for

while Jen and I took the one at

the rear of the boat which had its own burning

Mohammed

and

A hall off the dining

each with a private

and Pat took the first bedroom

Under his direction,

buffet

The table had been formally

room led to the two bedrooms

walls

we proceeded

with a sturdy polished

and over it hung a low lantern.

After we had washed

burning

room.

soup, roast

The food had been pre-

home on shore near our moored

so good that I had secondhefpings

of every-

thing.
Adjourning

to the living room, we were served wonderful

Indian tea in dainty
as we visited,

cups and saucers

Sultan briefed

from a large tray.

the four of us regarding

Here,

the follow-

ing day's activities.
Retiring

to our rooms around

11:30, we were soon in our snug
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beds reflecting

over the day's long and dangerous

it was of small consequence,
pensated
on'the

drive.

Now

for we had already been well com-

for the day's rigors by the comforts

we were enjoying

Young Mona Lisa.

Srinagar
Friday, March 19
A simple but scrumptious
we took our places

breakfast

was waiting

around the table at 9 A.M.

served each of us piping hot porridge,telling
and goat:'s milk were'on the table.

for us as

Mohammed

first

us that the honey

Then came hot plates of scram-

bled eggs and toast and a jar of tasty jam with lots of chai.
No sooner had we finished

eating than our attention

drawn to the French doors from which
sprinkled

with shikaras

merchandise.

carrying

we looked out on a lake

merchants

Seeing us at the doors,

sahib" and then introduced
less Fred, Chocolate

and Indian Joe.

in a flowing

Their shikaras

furs, bundles

fabrics and shawls, or boxes of silverware
for the

us wi th ~

of embroidered

fabric'merchant

to come in.
walked

the doors carrying

a large bundle of fine wool products

shoulder.

the bundle

floor, he proudly

displayed

kins and tea cozies neatly

in the middle

cashmere

shawls,

around him.

each piece of handwoven, hand embroidered

were

and carved woodwork.

robe capped by a fez, the tradesman

Untyinq

"Salaam

with catchy names like Fear-

ladened with either pelts of luxurious

We motioned

and the!r respective

they greeted

themselves

Charlie

was

Dressed
through
over his

of the living room
tablecloths,)

As we carefully
work, Mohammed

nap-

examined
brought
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us more hot chai.
I couldn't

resist buying

in a floral pattern

a striking

of psychedelic

ing upon the fineness

black

co.Lo rs ,

of the stitches,

shawl embz'o i.deer ed

'rhe merchant,comment-

told us that some of these

embroiderers

in the past had become b~ind as a result of this

close work.

Consequently,

eye strain.

Jen, JOanet and Pat also found pieces

do without.

Our purchases

immediately
carvings.

replaced

today they work~ewer

by another merchant

ing skills were improving.

arranged

around the kangri

Through

the mist we gazed upon looming

The rhythmical

ducks flying overhead

as our shikara

Muslim holy day.
,<

heavy

sweaters,

with a blanket,

we

skimmed over Dal Lake.

white peaks and smoking

dwellings

and the infrequent

Within twenty minutes,

explained

to take 1tne

that dotted

the lake's

dip of the boat pole, the swift wings of

were the only sounds permeating

the manager

with our purchases

Wearing

two pairs of socks and covered

huddled

edge.

Our bargain-

for a shikara

A"

of the few three-story

in wood

w~th their sales.

h I
four of us to a papler-mac e factory.

chimneys

left and was

specializing

We were pleased

In the afternoon, Sultan

our parkas,

they couldn't

his wares with care.

seemed pleased

•

°

made, the wool merchant

He also displayed

and the merchants

hours to avoid

of other shikaras,

this land of beauty,

our boatman

that the factory

However,

passing

moored

peace and

the boat and

was closed due to the

he showed us one small room where a
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few young children

sat on the floor lacquering

plates, vases and canisters

of all sizes.

articles

by skilled painters

pointed
sionally

would be decorated
brushes

sometimes

used a magnifying

of Indian history,

display

browse through

and natural

of the finished

exclusively

pulsion

scenes

phenomena.
a

an~_was ours to__

for we were the only tourists
workmanship

except

here.

for our

in New Delhi, Jen and I felt a com-

to buy everything.

make up our minds,

'fhey occa~

shop which contained

products

As we had never seen such exquisite
brief stops in the shops

using fine

glass for these miniature

landscapes

trays,

~~en dry, these

made of cat whiskers.

We then moved on to the wholesale
fabulous

boxes,

But because

the ~anager

and freshly baked biscuits

it took us so long to

graciously

which appeased

brought

us cups of tea

Janet and Pat who sat

.Qatient'IYwcri;t:ing
for us to make our choices.

--~------~----------

Knowing

I was interested

ride for me to a furrier.
turned to the houseboat
hut· displayed
coats.

op the shikara.
of elegant

furs and leathers,

each garment had been properly
indicating

arranged

The little nondescript
fox and wolf iackets

treated.

A stamp on the garment

buying.

insure its

entry into our home country.

A small humble man wearing the local garb helped
several furs.

and

Neil told us to make sure

this was what we looked for as this would

unquestioned

a

Jen joined me, and Janet and Pat re-

a wide variety

In buying

in furs, the manager

Jen wasnlt ~erY/interested,

An outstanding

us tryon

but I couldn1t

resist

king fox jacket looked great on me, es-
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pecially

now with my short hair.

real bargain

too.

with my purchase,

went to work on the lining
following

The price of $110.00 was a
the little man immediately

for the jacket.

I would

day to pick it up.

Back at the houseboat,

Sultan had organized

able evening of good food and conversation.
his scrapbook

March

enjoy-

from visitors

from every part of the world.

20

At breakfast
shikaras.

another

Also he showed us

filled with photos of and letters

who had stayed on his houseboat

Srinagar
Saturday,

return the

we were again bombarded

This time we refused

by merchants

to answer

in their

their calls and Sultan

told them to leave us alone.
In the living
and brought

room we drank more chai as we wrote postcards

our journals up to date.

Sultan that devotions
11 A.JYI.,

would be held on Robert's

so around 10:45 a shik'ara

After lunch, Sultan accompanied
lake to a post office.
either

swimming

·Word had been given to

the four of us across the

The lake was full of colorful

paradise.

In fact for our last dinner,

walked with Sultan
a large wholesale

postmark

to a three-story

Sultan

Here we duti-

our stamped mail.
stone dwellinq

jewelry shop specializing

This

for us.

The small post office was another houseboat.
the postman

mallards

or flying overhead.

was goinq to shoot a duck and have it prepared

fully watched

at

took us there.

alongeide 'our shikara

was a duck hunter's

bbuseboat

Then we

which housed

in semi-precious

~eif:ns_.
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A jeweler from New Zealand was just completing
for his shop back home as we came in.
other three bought
We continued

Mohammed

I only looked while the

walking with Sultan along the shore to a parked

leaving

us to a carpet and furniture

merchant,

us in his care for the afternoon.

was a westernized

and was widely

order

their birthstones.

ieep where he introduced
Wali Mohammed,

his yearly

traveled.

handsome
Dressed

man who spoke fluent

in a conservative

Wali
English

dark business

suit, he helped us into his jeep apd drove us into town to his
warehouses.

En route, he told us that at one time he had supplied

fvlarshallFields of Chicago
Climbing

with his wares.

a flight of stairs outside

we caught our first distant

the furniture

glimpse of the bustling

warehouse,

city of Srina-

gar, with its t~ngas, horsedrawn

buggies.

way through

of old and new pieces of hand-

a cluttered

made furniture,
scene through

selection

some priceless.

I was more interested,though,in

the paned window of the wooden

Jhelum River leading

Inside, we made our

bridge'spanning

the

into a street_Iil!.ed-.J:2y_~:!.mber
built stores

and shops, each unique

and ap~e~lin.9:~o _j'..!'l_~ _\!esterntouri st.

had been so ,busy souvenir

shopping

quil setting that we had completely
which was the summer capital

lie

and so caught up in our tranforgotten

of Kashmir

about this city

and Jammu

state.

Regret-

fully this would be as close as we would come to experiencino
Srinagar

for our time here had almost run out.

Wali then brouqht
There were stunning

us into his carpet warehouse

carpets of every c010r,

design

nearby.
and size im-

the
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magineable.
standing,

Some covered

the floors

lined the walls like erect soldiers.

of Indian history
The merchandise

and religion

also adorned

was outstanding

Again Jen and I couldn't
thing.

and others,

and bi~helP
difficult,

walls.

reasonable.
to buy some-

from our g~oup and western

in Wali' s showroom

tour-

drj.nkiIlgch_a~_while he __

ca£pe~.

The decision

was

but Jen and I each settled for a smal.Lcar:pet_"!-.-hich_
home.

Wali drove us to the furrier where
jacket and then returned
awaited us.

had the previous

two nights.

up my finished

where Sultan's

table I stuffed myself

The chicken

duck

as I

soup, fresh bread,

the

were so very good as well as a surprise

of pound cake for dessert.
that we asked §ultan

I picked

us to the houseboat

At the dinner

roast duck and potatoes

minutes.

Grand tapestries

resist the temptation

rolled ou~_carp§~after·

would be mailed

dinner

and

the warehouse

and the prices

Alonq with other members

ists, we sat comfortably

rolled

We had all enioyed

the food so much

if we could meet his cook who came in within

The cook was embarrassed

by our applause

and didn't

stay lonq.
After dinner
family.

Leaving

Sultan asked us if we would like to meet his
the houseboat

by a side entrance

the plank to land,we were at his shed-like
minute.

His wife, fourteen-year-old

ried soon to a boy by parental

and crossing

dwelling

within

a

daughter, who was to be mar-

arrangement, and eleven-year-old

son were seated on mats covering

the earthen

fire over which all meals were prepared.

floor around an open
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Sultan's
~n limited
scarves

family was friendly

English.

and jewelry.

They were dressed

I showed them a snapshot
that Sultan's

brother

but one in San Francisco
mach6 business

of my family

Srinagar

Jen, Pat, Janet
modations

even had our clothes

crafted

was in the papier-

most of his merchandise
of every year.
Muslim,

on an overland

to San Fran-

He had met his

while

similar

and I were greatly

and thorouqhness
laundered.

I forget the exquisite

by a humble people

Lone-i.t.ems

and

she was trav-

to ours.

impressed

by our accom-

on the Young Mona Lisa, but we were even more touched

by the thoughtfulness

nor would

in San Francisco

His brother

wife, now a newly converted

eling through

calf-length

not only had a wife in Srinagar

as well!

and exported

in colorful

blouses.

cisco where he spent six months
American

with us

These Muslim women were not veiled but wore

wool skirts and loose fitting

learned

and tried to converse

of Sultan and Mohammed

who

I would never forget these people,
souveni~s

patiently

who toiled painstakinqly

designed

and

to hand fash-

of use and beauty.

I felt that if the trip had ended here,
worth my investment.

it would have been

One day I hoped to return

to Kashmir,

for

it would always be my Shangri-la.

Srinagar to Jammu
Sunday, March 21
The morning

was crystal

I found it hard to leave.

clear, perfect

At 6:45 Sultan

our luggage onto the shikara,

for traveling,

and Mohammed

yet

carried

helped us board and accompanied

us

